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Great Grad Money Card 

  

Set(s): Great Grads 

Accessories: 
6 ½ x 6 ¾ Not Quite Navy cardstock (scored on the 
6 ¾ side at 3 ¼) 
1 ¾ x 3 ¼ Very Vanilla cardstock 
2 ½ x 2 ¾ Mustard cardstock (scored on the 2 ¾ 
side at ½ inch) 
1 ½ x 3 inch black cardstock (for diploma) 
1 ¾ x 3 inch black (background layer) 
3 inch wide strips of black for star punches 
Spiral punch, bone folder 
Jumbo Star punch, small star punch 
Basic Black ink, Slit punch, black hemp 
Glue Dots 
 
1. Fold the Navy cardstock on the 

score line. 
2. Stamp the ‘congratulations’ stamp in black down the right side as shown 
3. On the More Mustard cardstock, stamp the ‘kudos collage’ stamp as shown and punch the 

side with the Spiral punch.  Adhere this layer to the left side of the front 
4. On the 1 ¾ x  3 ¼ Very Vanilla cardstock, stamp the word ‘grad’ in black 
5. Adhere the ‘grad’ layer onto the black layer as shown and adhere to the front 
6. Take the 1 ½ x 3 inch black cardstock and roll it.  You can use the bone folder to break the 

paper’s grain and roll it easier.  Wrap a 3 inch piece of black hemp around three times and 
tie a knot.  Adhere it with glue dots (a few of them!) to the front as shown 

7. Punch a small star in the middle of a strip of the black cardstock.  Holding the large star 
punch upside down (so you can see the bottom of it) and center the cutting area over the 
smaller star (you punched a minute before) and punch it out (getting the jumbo star ‘outline’ 
as shown above).  Punch one more small star and with the first little star you punched out, 
adhere them to the front 

8. Punch the ‘slit’ punch once in the middle of the back panel (that overhangs the front by ½ 
inch.) 

9. Fold the front cover into the slit as shown 
  
 


